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English/DELAC Minutes 3-22-18/

Maria Flores and Theresa Hernandez welcomed everyone to the 5th DELAC Meeting of the school
year 2017-18.
Theresa Hernandez went over the agenda and informed everyone that the DELAC secretary has a
broken leg that required surgery and could not attend. She encouraged parents to voice what they
want to see happening more at the school sites. A few parents voiced their frustrations, while
schools voiced that parents don’t get involved enough.
Vanessa Girard asked everyone to go over the minutes from the last meeting. A motion was moved
to have the minutes approved and it was seconded. Thus, the minutes were approved.
Jessica Wharton talked about what is and what isn’t bullying, the impact and warning signs, how
can it be reported, and what strategies parents can use to find out and/or prevent their own child
from bullying others. She compared the differences between a conflict and bullying. She also
defined the many channels of social media that are being used to bully. Parents are being advised to
take measures early in their kids’ age to prevent them from being victims of bullying. AB 9, also
known as Seth’s Law or the Safe Place to Learn Act was briefly explained. Steps that someone can
take to report bullying were laid out and a form that anyone can fill out was also passed out to
everyone. Resources were noted on the power point presentation for references.
The LCAP 2017-18 Annual Updates as of February 2018 were shared with details of the 4 goals and
the district budget broken down for each goal. A video in Spanish which has teachers as well as
parents speaking out about the LCAP and the programs that it will impact was shown. Different
school samples the Dashboard’s English Learners Student Group Report were distributed for
viewing. This report shows the performance levels for English Learners on all state indicators
(status). It also shows how the current year compares to prior years for each state indicator
(change). Status and change each have five possible levels, which are displayed with the data for
each indicator.
Maria Flores ended the meeting at 7:30 p.m.

Next Meeting : April 26, 2018

